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Abstract 
The make-or-buy question represents a fundamental dilemma faced by many companies. Existing make-or-buy 
approaches seem to be helpful in shaping make-or-buy strategy. However, they are generally too highly 
aggregated to address specific make-or-buy decisions. In order to bridge this gap, a make-or-buy process has 
been developed and tested. This process was designed using the principles of Multi-Attribute Decision Making 
(MADM) to compare in-house capabilities with supplier capabilities. This paper presents the tested process and 
discusses the learning from its application in a number of in-company case studies.  

Introduction to Make-or-Buy Decisions 
Existing approaches address make-or-buy from different perspectives such as economics 
(Poppo et al. 1995), purchasing (Shore 1970), accounting (Bassett 1991) and strategic 
management (Venkatesan 1992). However, two main streams were identified in the literature. 
The first aims at answering the make-or-buy question from a cost viewpoint (Raunick and 
Fisher 1972, Levy and Sarnat 1976, Meijboom 1986, Bassett 1991, Ellis (1992, 1993), 
Balakrishnan 1994, Poppo et al. 1995, Poppo 1998, Padillo-Perez 1995, Padillo-Perez et al. 
1999). The concept of transaction cost often plays an important role in many of the models 
mentioned above. The second approaches make-or-buy from a strategic perspective, 
acknowledging other factors in addition to cost. It is the second stream, which is addressed in 
more detail in this section. 
 
In the last decade, various authors have developed several approaches for addressing make-
or-buy strategy (Welch and Nayak 1992, Venkatesan 1992, McIvor et al. 1997, Probert 1997, 
Cox 1997, Fine 1998, Baines et al. 1999). These approaches are summarised in Table 1.  
 

See Table 1 Make-or-Buy Approaches 

The approaches reviewed above appear to be helpful in shaping make-or-buy strategy. 
However, they seem too highly aggregated to address specific make-or-buy decisions at an 
operational level. This suggests that the main gap in the literature is the lack of a structured 
and practical make-or-buy approach to address such decisions at an operational level. The 
research reported here sought to develop and test such an approach. 

Research Method 
The research was divided into two main phases (see Figure 1): development and 
operationalisation of the framework. Using input from theory and practice (interviews and 
case studies) a preliminary make-or-buy framework was built. The framework provided a 
relatively comprehensive list of relevant factors to be considered in make-or-buy decisions. 
However, in order to reach a decision these often need to be traded off. In order to do so, a 
process was developed that trades off the relevant factors captured within the framework. The 
process was designed around the principles of Multi-Attribute Decision Making (MADM) 
and consisted of comparing in-house and supplier capabilities using the factors within the 
framework. The process was initially applied in four in-company case studies, refined, and 
then further tested in four additional cases using action research. As a result of applying the 
process the framework was also refined and tested. 
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See Figure 1 Research Method 

The main criteria for assessing the process were: ‘feasibility’, ‘usability’ and ‘utility’ (Platts 
1990). Feasibility refers simply to whether it is possible to follow the proposed process. 
Usability refers to how easy the process is to use. Utility refers to the usefulness of the 
process in reaching the decision and generating further actions. These three criteria were 
divided into sub-criteria (see Table 2) and they were assessed by means of a questionnaire, 
discussion with the participants and observation. 

See Table 2 Assessment Criteria 

Make-or-Buy Framework 
This framework is a graphical representation of why operational make-or-buy decisions are 
made and shows relevant dimensions to be studied in approaching such decisions (see Figure 
2). 

See Figure 2 Make-or-Buy Framework 

The external environment, on which the company has little or no influence, usually activates 
triggers for the make-or-buy analysis. For instance, increased price competition in the market 
place usually forces companies to reduce costs. The triggers are the reason(s) for undertaking 
the make-or-buy review and can be easily identified by asking why the decision is being 
made. The framework suggests four areas to cluster relevant factors for make-or-buy: 
technology and manufacturing processes; cost; supply chain management; and logistics; and 
support systems. Within these areas a number of factors are suggested. The performance 
measures are closely linked to the triggers. They aim at providing some criteria to evaluate 
the extent to which the targets suggested by the triggers are achieved. For instance, if the 
trigger is cost reduction, cost saving should be the key performance measure. However, other 
measures such as flexibility and quality should not be neglected. Finally, the arrows coming 
out from the performance measures to the external environment show that make-or-buy is not 
a static issue. The performance measures for these decisions feedback into the external 
environment and possibly activate other triggers that raise again the make-or-buy question. 

Make-or-Buy Process 
The framework depicted above provides a number of relevant factors to be considered in 
specific make-or-buy decisions. However, these factors need to be traded-off in order to 
reach a decision. In order to do so, a decision making process which compares in-house with 
supplier capabilities was proposed. This process was designed around the principles of Multi-
Attribute Decision Making (MADM). The process consisted of four main stages and can to 
be completed in 6 weeks, as shown in Figure 3. 
 

See Figure 3 Make-or-Buy Process 

Stage 1 refers to the preparations phase, which entails creating a multi-disciplinary team, 
selecting the part, assembly or family of parts for analysis and briefing the team.  
Stage 2 is concerned with data collection. Here, three workshops are organised in order to 
collect the information required to carry out the analysis. Workshop 1 consists in prioritising 
the make-or-buy areas and factors. Using the rankings, weightings are then generated using 
the centroid method (Kmietowicz and Pearman, 1984; Olson and Dorai, 1992). The 
weightings generated should reflect the relative importance of each area and factors to the 
decision under consideration. Workshop 2 is concerned with the assessment of internal and 
external capabilities using a set of proformas which cover the four make-or-buy areas. These 
proformas use a five-point scale for the assessment. Workshop 3 consists of capturing the 
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costs incurred in both producing internally and externally. These costs are then compared and 
rated on a five-point-point scale.  
Stage 3 consists of data analysis using a spreadsheet which provides the following: 
• Final scores for in-house and for the supplier. The highest score indicates the best option. 
• Weighted gaps for each make-or-buy area which highlights the strengths and weaknesses 

of the best option. 
• A sensitivity analysis which tests the robustness of the final outcome. 
Stage 4 refers to feeding back the results to the team.  

Key Learning Points from the Development, Refinement and Testing the 
Framework and Process 

Framework Findings 
The application of the framework in eight in-company cases did not reveal any other relevant 
factors to be considered in make-or-buy decisions. However, some difficulty encountered in 
the prioritisation exercise, pointed out that there was a potential inter-relation between the 
factors. Although inter-related factors needed to be considered during the process, these 
potential interrelations did not hinder the exercise. The framework proved to be feasible in 
terms of its operationalisation. Furthermore, although make-or-buy has a dynamic nature, in 
order to keep the framework simple, it does not include a time dimension. However, in 
practical terms applying the framework at different points in time can help to overcome this 
issue. Finally, the static nature of the framework to some extent limits the considerations of 
investment and cash flow. Nevertheless, if a cash flow analysis is needed, a separate but 
complementary study can be undertaken. 
 
Process Findings 
Overall, the process proved to be feasible, usable and useful. In terms of feasibility the 
participants felt that overall the information required to carry out the process was available. 
However, collecting evidence to support the ratings and costing information were the areas 
where the most difficulty was encountered. With respect to the overall time scale of the 
process, the participants thought that this was right. In terms of usability, the participants 
commented that the objectives and the tools used throughout the process were clear. 
However, they highlighted that the participants needed to be familiar with the terminology 
used throughtout the process. Additionally, they said that the tools used in the process were 
easy to use. The workshop format approach was thought to be appropriate. The participants 
commented that it helped them to share their views and to ensure that all aspects were 
considered. Furthermore, they said that the process encourged teamwork. In terms of utility, 
the process was considered useful. The decision areas and factors investigated were thought 
to be relevant. The participants particularly valued the comprehesive review of factors rather 
than considering price only. 

Conclusions 
This research has contributed to both to the academic understanding of the subject and the 
improvement of industrial practice. The two main contributions of this work are the 
following: 
• A make-or-buy framework 
• A make-or-buy process 
The make-or-buy framework was developed to underpin the decision making process. In 
contrast with existing frameworks, this framework provides a holistic view of make-or-buy 
and captures relevant factors in a structured manner. It takes a step forwards providing 
performance measures for the assessment of the business benefits delivered by individual 
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decisions, an issue which has often been ignored in the existing make-or-buy literature. 
Finally, the fact that the framework has been developed in several iterations using input from 
theory and practice contributes to its robustness and comprehensiveness. Although it cannot 
be claimed that the account of factors is totally comprehensive, its application in eight in-
company cases did not reveal any other relevant factors to be considered.  
The make-or-buy process has been demonstrated to be feasible, usable and useful during its 
application in eight in-company case studies. It proved successful in assisting manufacturing 
managers to address make-or-buy decisions in a holistic and structured manner and in helping 
them generate clear actions. 
The make-or-buy framework and the decision making process provide a new way of 
addressing make-or-buy decisions. 
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Figure 1. Research Method 
 

Figure 2. Make-or-Buy Framework 
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Figure 3. Make-or-Buy Process 
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manufacturing performance. 

McIvor, 
Humphreys 
& McAleer 

1997 Conceptual Framework for Evaluating Make-or-Buy Decisions 
This model is a generic framework based on three main criteria: 
• Core competencies 
• Capabilities (internal vs. external) 
• Cost (internal vs. external) 
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Authors Year Key Points 

Probert 1997 Strategic Make Vs. Buy Decisions 
The methodology proposes four main phases of analysis: 
• Initial business appraisal. This phase addresses issues related to the direction 

of the business and the customer preferences. 
• Internal/external analysis.  This is the heart of the review.  Most of the 

information needed to make the decision is generated at this stage.  Details 
of the company’s internal performance as well as the competitors’ 
performance are collected. 

• Generate/evaluate options. Having the information from phases one and two, 
make-in and buy-out options are analysed. 

• Choose optimal strategy.  Considering the different options generated in 
phase three, the optimal strategy is chosen. 

The methodology provides a competitiveness/importance matrix that focuses on 
the assessment of manufacturing technologies.  

Cox 1997 Asset Criticality Theory 
This approach assists in the identification of the resources within the supply 
chain that are or can be of critical importance to the business. “A Critical asset is 
that supply chain resource or combination of resources which is of such 
importance to the process of value appropriation and accumulation, that the 
possession of it gives its owner or controller the power to define and allocate 
value throughout the supply chain”. The author suggests that the identification of 
‘critical assets’ can be undertaken by:  
• Creating a typology of supply chains 
• Developing a typology of resources within the supply chain 

Fine  1998 The Make versus Buy Decision Analysis Matrix: Decomposability, 
Dependency, Clockspeed and Industry Competitiveness 
A four dimensional matrix for analysing make-or-buy decision is proposed. This 
matrix consists of the following dimensions: 
• Technology (integral versus modular) 
• Dependency (knowledge and capacity versus capacity only) 
• Intertemporal (clockspeed – rate of industry evolution) 
• Competitive (availability of suppliers) 

Baines et 
al. 

1999 Methodology for Deciding on the Extent of Vertical Integration in 
Technology Source 
The methodology consists of five main stages: 
• Identification of product families (core and non-core) 
• Competitive strategy audit (how technological capabilities contribute to the 

competitiveness of product families) 
• Audit of company and supplier capabilities (technology acquisition, impact 

and development) 
• Clarification of opportunities and threats 
• Forming sourcing decisions 

Table 1. Make-or-Buy Approaches 
 

Feasibility Usability Utility 
• Availability of information 
• Timing 
• Participation 

• Clarity 
• Ease of use 
• Appropriateness 

• Relevance 
• Usefulness 
• Facilitation 
• Confidence 

Table 2. Assessment Criteria 
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